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Artist Kate Mangold’s sculptures and paintings always maintain a minimal, geometric 
quality that is heightened by her deliberate use of line, color, and choice of materials. The 
simplicity of her imagery hints at familiar objects, but the abstract qualities prompt a 
more varied reading of her art. By editing the amount of information she provides the 
viewer, Mangold walks a delicate balance between directing and hindering the 
interpretation of the work. By removing certain pieces of information, Mangold compels 
us to re-route our way of thinking.  
 
In an exhibition of all-new work at the FIRST THINGS gallery, Kate Mangold builds on 
these themes. With the title, We Followed the Red Herrings for Ten Thousand Miles, she 
asks her audience to consider the level at which they investigate and accept what is 
before them.  
 
An example of this can be seen in Mangold’s latest sculptures—black, rubber car belts 
mounted to the gallery walls. One sculpture comprises four belts that have been placed 
together to form a square. Different sections of the individual circles are painted white to 
match the walls on which they hang. This alteration acts to erase portions of the belts and 
forge the four separate circles into one new continuous black line. The newly created line 
simulates their original use of a belt running through a car engine.  
 
By negating then highlighting the belt’s purpose, Mangold disrupts the viewer’s line of 
reasoning. The piece is about the belts and their practical use, but also the individual 
within the group. While the rubber belts still exist under the white paint, the element of 
hidden and exposed surfaces brings to mind how people edit what they reveal to others. 
 
The oscillating nature of Mangold’s work is also present in her paintings. Here the 
imagery does not always imply an object, but frequently insinuates either an active or 
inert state of being. One painting is a solid red plane with three stacked shapes that could 
be seen as variations of Nike’s swoosh, or even inferred as the curve of a planet’s orbit. 
And while the simple geometry of the painting and the flat use of color suggest stillness, 
the sharp swoop of the three curves compels the viewer’s eye into motion.  
 
No part of Mangold’s work is quite as it seems. The elements and materials that appear to 
be “red herrings” become important guides towards understanding her art and its themes 
of movement versus stillness; the public realm versus the private; and the whole versus 
the part. 
 
This commitment to following and constantly testing the path is important. It is easy to 
become distracted so that the straight and narrow appears to be the red herring.  
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